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1. LEGISLATION 
 

1.1 Section 8 of the Fair Trading Act 1996 provides the definition of an anti-competitive 
practice as follows: 

a person engages in an anti-competitive practice if, in the course of business, he 
pursues a course of conduct which, of itself or when taken together with a course of 
conduct pursued by another person or other persons, has or is intended to have or is 
likely to have the effect of restricting, distorting or preventing competition in 
connection with the production, supply or acquisition of goods in the Island or the 
supply or securing of services in the Island. 

1.2 Section 9 of the Fair Trading Act 1996 provides for powers of investigation in relation 
to potential anti-competitive practices as follows: 

If it appears to the OFT that any person has been or is pursuing a course of conduct 
which may amount to an anti-competitive practice, the OFT may investigate and 
report the question whether that person has been or is pursuing a course of conduct 
which does amount to such a practice. 

1.3 It should be noted that an anti-competitive practice does not constitute a criminal 
offence.  As a consequence, in investigating an alleged anti-competitive practice, the 
standard of proof is civil; namely balance of probability. 
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2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
2.1 In February 2018 The OFT Board provided the Terms of Reference for this 

investigation as follows: 
 

1. determine whether the Department of Education, Sport and Culture and/or 
its’ Officers had behaved in an anti-competitive manner, including but not 
limited to providing Robinsons’ Ltd. pricing information to Jack Frost;  
 

2. determine whether Jack Frost Ltd. had behaved in an anti-competitive 
manner by using Robinsons’  Ltd. pricing data, including attempting to 
overturn the contract award; and 
 

3. determine the implications of any anti-competitive practices identified by the 
investigation on competition for Government and private-sector business in 
the wholesale frozen foods sector.  

 
2.2 It will be noted that the terms of reference are limited to the post-tender events.  

The OFT had no evidence to suggest that the tender itself was conducted in 
anything other than a fair manner. 

 
 

 

3. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 

In this Report, in order to assist readability, the following standard terminology has been 
used:- 
 
Department of Education means  

(a) Before 24th November 2017 the Department of Education and Children; and 
(b) On or after 24th November 2017 the Department of Education, Sport and Culture 
(See Statutory Document No: 2017/0325) 

 
DHSC means the Department of Health and Social Care 
 

Jack Frost means Jack Frost (Foodservice) Ltd., company number 007616C incorporated in 
the Isle of Man 
 

OFT means the Isle of Man Office of Fair Trading 
 
Robinsons means Robinsons Ltd., company number 017536B incorporated in the Isle of 
Man 
 
Procurement Services means the Procurement Services Section of HM Attorney General’s 

Chambers  
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4. BACKGROUND 

 
4.1 Procurement services within Government were centralised in The Treasury in 2010.  

The Procurement Services Section was moved to the Attorney General Chambers in 
2015.  
 

4.2 On 1st April 2014, the Isle of Man Government made significant changes in the way it 
is structured and how it operates.  A number of areas were identified where 
Government could reduce cost whilst maintaining frontline services.  This led to an 
expansion of the existing shared services programme to include Catering which, 
going forward would be delivered by the Department of Health and Social Care. 

 
4.3 In May 2017, Procurement Services tendered a one year frozen food contract with a 

projected valued of over £500k on behalf of the DHSC. Interested parties were asked 
to submit quotes for a scheduled list of frozen products to be used across the 
Government catering network. 
 

4.4 Four parties tendered, although two of the parties tendered only for the supply of ice 
cream. The two parties who tendered for the full contract were Robinsons and Jack 
Frost. The contract was awarded to Robinsons on 1st August 2017.  The unsuccessful 
parties that had competed for the tender had 10 days to request feedback and 
appeal the decision.  No party appealed the decision, although Jack Frost did ask for 
feedback. 

 
4.5 The contract was formally signed on 29th August 2017 by Robinsons and 

Procurement Services.  As a result, Government Departments which were part of the 
shared contracting arrangement were required to purchase their frozen food 
requirements from Robinsons under the framework contract.   

 
4.6 It is worth noting that there are other Government contracts which cover 

‘Confectionary, Soft Drinks & Water’ and ‘Dry Goods’. Departments would be able to 

purchase other items from other suppliers not covered by the framework agreement.  
Other suppliers could only be used for items not covered by the framework contract. 

 
4.7 In February 2018, the OFT received a formal complaint from the DHSC alleging anti-

competitive behaviour following the award of the frozen food contract. In brief, the 
alleged anti-competitive behaviour involved the release of commercially confidential 
pricing information contained in the Robinsons tender to Jack Frost; and the use of 
that information in an attempt to overturn the award of the contract. 
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5 SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE INVESTIGATION 

 
5.1 At its meeting of 22nd February 2018, the OFT Board authorised Officers to carry out 

an investigation pursuant to section 9 of the Fair Trading Act 1996, with the Terms of 
Reference set out in section 2 of this Report.  

5.2 It was decided by the OFT that there was no requirement for a public advertisement 
or information request for the purpose of this investigation. The parties who were 
potential covered by the investigation were clearly defined. 

5.3 At the start of the investigation, the OFT determined the ‘noticed parties’ as follows: 

 Department of Education, Sport and Culture (DESC)
 Department of Health and Social Care 
 HM Attorney General  
 Jack Frost (Foodservice) Ltd 
 Robinsons Ltd. 
 The Treasury  

5.4 The OFT served formal notices on the noticed parties other than Robinsons, under 
paragraph 6(1)(b) of Schedule 3 to the Fair Trading Act 1996, requiring the 
production of all documents and communication relating to the frozen food contract. 

 5.5 No information was requested from Robinsons, however the company was asked to 
have a representative available for interview should the need arise. 

 

6 SUBSEQUENT EVENTS 

6.1 On 11th April 2018, Jack Frost announced that it would be closing its operation in 
April 2018. 

 
6.2 Having received the documents required to be produced under section 4.4 hereof, it 

was clear to the OFT that there had been a thorough investigation of the apparent 
release of the pricing information contained in the Robinsons tender by the Audit 
Advisory Section of the Treasury and a disciplinary investigation which had clearly 
established the facts around events. It was also noted that the release had resulted 
in disciplinary action by the Department of Education against one of its officers. 

 
6.3 Given that the facts surrounding events had been clearly established by the Audit 

Advisory Division of the Treasury and those facts were not disputed (and had been 
acted upon) by the Department of Education, it was felt that further investigation 
would represent a duplication of effort and would add no real value.  The facts as 
established by the Audit Advisory Section and the disciplinary investigation 
conducted by the Department of Education could safely be accepted at face value. 
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6.4 Furthermore, it was felt that any competition impact of the apparent release of the 
pricing information contained in the Robinsons tender was substantially negated by 
the withdrawal of Jack Frost from the market. 

 
6.5 As a result, at its meeting held on 15th April 2018, the OFT Board determined that a 

full investigation was no longer value for money. It was agreed, however, to proceed 
with a truncated investigation on the basis that the additional effort to reach that 
stage was justified by the benefits of producing and publishing a Report which would 
highlight any failings and their impact on competition; and look to promote useful 
recommendations.  

 
 

7 SUMMARY OF EVENTS  

7.1 This Summary of Events has been produced based on the investigation conducted by 
the Audit Advisory Division of Treasury and the Disciplinary Investigation undertaken 
by the Department of Education, together with all of the documents produced to the 
OFT. In the context of the truncated investigation, these have not been tested by 
interviewing relevant witnesses.  

7.2 On 1st August 2017, Jack Frost was informed by Procurement Services that it was 
unsuccessful for the tender for the referred frozen food contract.  

7.3 On 2nd August 2017, Jack Frost requested of Procurement Services a debrief on its 
unsuccessful tender. The feedback was supplied on the 4th August 2017 stating that 
both Jack Frost and Robinsons were equal on the non-price aspects of the 
submissions, so a final decision had been based on price.  

7.4 On the 24th August 2017, the Catering Purchasing Supervisor at DHSC sent an email 
to staff within the DHSC and Department of Education advising that, with effect from 
4th September 2017, a new contract for frozen foods was in place and that all parties 
were to order from Robinsons going forward. That email attached the price list for 
purchases from Robinsons and within the email also advised recipients: 

“Please note: The prices included within the attached documents are 

commercially sensitive and have been included purely for budgetary and 

ordering purposes. As such, the prices enclosed are highly confidential and 

MUST NOT be discussed with external parties.” 

7.5 The email of 24th August 2017 was issued notwithstanding that the contract between 
Procurement Services and Robinsons was not actually signed until 29th August 2017. 

7.6 On 30th August 2017, Jack Frost wrote to Procurement Services claiming that the 
likely quantities of items ordered had not been taken into account when identifying 
the most advantageous tender, so although Robinsons were cheaper for more items, 
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Jack Frost claimed it was the better option as it was more competitive when it came 
to items to be ordered in greater volumes.   

7.7 On the 1st September 2017, an employee of the Department of Education sent a 
copy of Robinson’s price list (which the Department had received with the email of 
24th August 2017) to Jack Frost.   

7.8 This employee further wrote on the 6th September 2017 to his/her colleagues stating 
their disapproval with Robinsons’ products and complaining that the tender had been 
awarded without consultation. 

7.9 On 7th September 2017, Jack Frost (now in possession of Robinsons price list) wrote 
to Procurement Services, again stating concerns over the tender process. In this 
letter Jack Frost made reference to the fact that it supplied certain products cheaper 
but did not explain how the company obtained this information. Jack Frost reiterated 
that the tender process was flawed and the contract should be void.  

7.10 On 23rd September 2017, Jack Frost wrote a further letter to Procurement Services. 
An attached spreadsheet compared the two companies’ tenders, providing side by 
side analysis. It contained accurate data that could only have come from Robinsons’ 
price list.   

7.11 After receiving information from Procurement, the Head of Government Catering 
Services, DHSC informed the Finance Director DHSC on 28th September 2017 of the 
letter sent by Jack Frost on 23rd September 2018.  It was agreed that Robinsons 
should be informed of the data breach.  

7.12 On the 29th September 2017, the Head of Government Catering Services, DHSC 
formally notified the Audit Advisory Division of the Treasury of a suspected breach of 
Financial Directive 11.  

7.13 On 4th October 2017, the Audit Advisory Division of Treasury commenced its 
investigation  

 
7.14 The investigation report dated October 2017 concluded: 

‘Audit Advisory has found definitive evidence that an apparently wilful disclosure of 

confidential, commercially sensitive information had been deliberately made by an 
employee of the Department of Education and Children, despite the originating email 
containing a disclaimer stating that the content was commercially sensitive, highly 
confidential and MUST NOT be discussed with external parties.’  

The report also voiced concerns about future competition: 

‘The information contained within the originating email and disclosed to an 
unauthorised third party was commercially sensitive, and could give a competitor of 
the winning tenderer a distinct competitive advantage when a contract is due to be 
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re-tendered, particularly when the contracts are short term (the contract in this 
instance was for 1 year).’ 

7.15 On 14th December 2017, the Senior Legal Officer at HM Attorney Generals Chamber’s 

(who had oversight of Procurement Services) wrote to Jack Frost and requested 
information about how the company had received Robinsons pricing information, as 
this could affect any future tenders.  It was also noted that Jack Frost could be 
excluded from future tenders as it had access to commercially sensitive information 
which ‘will impact upon the efficacy of future procurements for the same or similar 

goods’.  

7.16 In its response on the 23rd January 2018, Jack Frost expressed disappointment to 
Procurement Services that its concerns had not been addressed and questioned 
whether or not anyone in the HM Attorney General’s Chambers was sufficiently 
independent to review the situation. Jack Frost went on to explain its concerns and 
highlighted perceived failures within the procurement process. Finally Jack Frost 
stated that it was unreasonable to be excluded from future tenders.  Within the 
letter, Jack Frost did not supply any information as to how the prices came into its 
possession.  

7.17  Since no evidence was provided, the Senior Legal Officer replied with a letter on the 
8th February 2018 informing Jack Frost that the matter had been escalated to the 
OFT and a complaint made under section 8 of the Fair Trading Act 1996. 

7.18 In parallel with this dialogue between Jack Frost and HM Attorney General’s 

Chambers, the Department of Education had to deal with the consequences of the 
report from the Audit Advisory Division of Treasury and initiated a disciplinary 
investigation. 

7.19 From the Audit investigation, there is no evidence to suggest that Jack Frost made 
any attempt to obtain information on their competitor’s prices and that the 
information was freely provided (without prompting) by an employee of Department 
of Education.  From the disciplinary report, the employee claimed to be unaware of 
the ramifications of their actions (claiming that the warning notice regarding 
confidentiality of the pricing information was on the second page of the email when 
viewed from a smart phone.)  

7.20 The employee was interviewed on 15th December 2017 as part of the disciplinary 
investigation, which commenced as a result of the Audit investigation.   The member 
of staff had phoned Jack Frost on 1st September 2017 due to; ‘items not being 

included from new supplier’, and wanted clarification; ‘on the quality of produce and 
whether or not Jack Frost would keep products available if Robinsons’ wasn’t able to 

supply or the quality wasn’t good enough’. The employee admitted sending the email 

containing the Robinson price list to Jack Frost. 

7.21 The OFT notes that the employee releasing the information has been the subject of 
disciplinary proceedings. 
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8 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

8.1 The OFT accepts that the thorough investigation undertaken by the Audit Advisory 
Division of the Treasury has established a clear picture of events. 

 
8.2 Once the decision was taken to award the contract for the sole supply of frozen food 

to Robinsons, the decision needed to be communicated to those responsible for the 
day to day ordering; and those persons needed to be informed who the supplier was 
(Robinsons) and what prices they would pay for each product (the Robinsons’ price 

list) 
 
8.3 The information was circulated by DHSC only to those persons who needed to know 

and contained an appropriate warning regarding commercial confidentiality. 
 
8.4 The OFT concludes that DHSC and Procurement Services took all reasonable steps 

to protect the commercial sensitive information in their possession. 
 
8.5 One of the legitimate recipients (an employee of the Department of Education) of the 

commercially confidential information comprising Robinson prices released that 
information to Jack Frost. It is clear that that the release was not authorised by the 
management of the Department of Education, nor indeed its political structures. 
Nonetheless, an employer is accountable for the actions of its employees. 

 
8.6 The matter has been dealt with by the Department of Education through disciplinary 

procedures. Whilst the OFT has been asked to take a view on the appropriateness of 
the disciplinary penalty imposed by the Department of Education it is not the role of 
the OFT within a competition investigation to do so. 

 
8.7 Given that Jack Frost and Robinsons were competitors, the fact that Jack Frost was 

then in possession of the prices which Robinsons had submitted for what was 
probably the biggest single contract in the market offered unfair commercial 
advantage; in particular, but not limited to, in the re-tendering of the annual 
Government frozen food contract. 

 
8.8 In the event, the unfair commercial advantage was mitigated by the withdrawal of 

Jack Frost from the market. That withdrawal does in itself create an unfortunate 
competition impact. 

 
8.9 The OFT concludes that the action of the Department of Education (through an 

unauthorised employee) in providing the Robinson price list to Jack Frost represents 
an anti-competitive practice in terms of section 8 of the Fair Trading Act 1996 in that 
it distorted, or had the potential to distort, the Isle of Man market in wholesale 
frozen foods. 
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8.10 From the information available, there is no evidence to suggest that Jack Frost made 
any attempt to obtain information on its competitor’s prices and that the information 
was freely provided (without prompting) by an employee of Department of 
Education. 

 
8.11 Jack Frost then sought to use the information that had come into its possession to 

persuade Procurement Services, DHSC and the Treasury that the outcome of the 
tender process was unfair and should be reversed. The fairness of the outcome is 
outside the scope of this investigation. 

 
8.12 The OFT has seen no evidence that Jack Frost sought to use the information 

provided to it for any purpose other than seeking to reverse the tender decision. 
 
8.13 The OFT concludes that the possession of the Robinsons price list and its use 

purely to seek to overturn the tender outcome did not in themselves constitute an 
anti-competitive practice by Jack Frost.  Had Jack Frost procured the data or sought 
to use it for commercial advantage, then the OFT would almost certainly have 
reached a different conclusion. 

 
8.14  Had Jack Frost continued in business, it is difficult to see how Procurement Services 

could have conducted a fair and equitable tender exercise for the 2018/19 
Government frozen food supply contract when Jack Frost had possession of, in 
effect, Robinsons 2017/18 winning tender prices Clearly, however, the value of the 
confidential data released and is distortive effect on competition would diminish over 
time, so this would be a short-term challenge. 

 
 

9 FURTHER COMMENTS 
 
9.1 In investigating the specifics of the post-tender events in relation to the 2017/18 

Government Frozen Food supply contract, the OFT has recognised some wider risks 
which it wishes to bring to the attention of both Procurement Services and the 
Treasury. 

 
9.2 Whilst in principle, the aggregation of small Government contracts into a single large 

contract represents an effective way of leveraging best value; it does carry an 
associated risk that it might ultimately lessen competition. 

 
9.3 In a small economy like the Isle of Man, it is inevitable that there will be a small 

number of competitors in many markets. This is particularly an issue in markets (like 
wholesale frozen foods) where there is a high cost of entry because of capital 
equipment requirements.  If Government contracts represent a significant part of the 
whole market, a “winner takes all” procurement can impact upon the viability of the 
loser; leading to greater concentration of market power, or even a monopoly, for the 
winner. 
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9.4 Whilst it is not suggested that the loss of all Government business for a year was the 

reason for the demise of Jack Frost (business failures are inevitably much more 
complex), it must have been a contributory factor. 

 
9.5  In conducting this investigation, the OFT was pleased to note the acute awareness of 

competition issues within Procurement Services, DHSC and the Audit Advisory 
Division of the Treasury. The events do, however, highlight the lack of understanding 
across Government at operational rather than procurement levels and would suggest 
that this is something which might be addressed. 

 
9.6  The OFT notes that in the new Financial Regulations issued in June 2018 by the 

Treasury, there are measures which will assist in terms of awareness of competition 
issues including:- 

 
 FD A 2 Financial Values: introduces the requirement for all officers to adhere 

to core financial values: Regularity, Propriety and Value for Money; 
 FD A 11 Training Requirements:  introduces mandatory training requirements 

for all officers, and is modular based upon activity. (This is being rolled out 
over the next 12 months.) 

 FD C 1 Objectives: introduces key overarching Objectives to guide officers 
when making purchasing decisions (in addition to the ‘rules/procedures’ 

within the regulations), this includes the principles of fair and open 
competition and considering the broader value of procurement decisions 

 
 

10 PUBLICATION PROCESS 
 
10.1 Once the OFT finalised this Report in draft, it provided a confidential copy to all 

noticed parties (AGC Procurement, DESC, DHSC, Treasury Audit, Jack Frost, 
Robinsons) and: 

(a) Invited them to submit any comments in writing to the Board within 
10 working days; 

(b) Advised them that they could, if they so wished, appear in person 
before the Board to present such comments 

10.2  Substantive comments were received from:- 

 Department of Health and Social Care 
 Robinsons Ltd. 
 The Treasury  

10.3 Having considered all of the comments received the OFT finalised its Report 
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10.4 The final Report was then issued to the noticed parties and they were given seven 
days to provide any further comments which the OFT would append (unedited 
except for format) to the Report.  

10.5  Only two of the noticed parties provided further comments, which were grammatical 
changes. 

10.6 The Final Report was duly issued to the Council of Ministers for consideration and 
publication in accordance with Schedule 3 of the Fair Trading Act 1996. 

 

Issued by the Office of Fair Trading this 26th July 2018 

 

 

 




